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CONDITIONS OF ADMITTANCE
To be admitted to the Resort are obligatory: The permission of the Management; The registration proceedings provided for in law; The payment
of a deposit.
To be admitted and to stay in the Resort it is necessary that every guest is conformed to the criteria of personal control and identification
established by the Management. The admittance in the Resort can be by and not later than 9.00 pm.
It is forbidden the admittance to Resort to non-guest regularly registered. These can meet friends or relatives only in the front-Resort. Only at
the Management’s discretion non-guests can be admitted, upon deposit of their I.D. and payment of the entry fare.
The Management might accept campers for a minimum period of stay with advance payment.
The Management might not accept groups of young people, even if small, and crews, coming from places by 250 km far from the Resort.
The sites and the housing buildings are assigned by the Management. No move is possible without the authorization of the Management. It is
forbidden to occupy another site or a part of it.
PRICE LIST, DEPARTURES AND PAYMENT
The price list is displayed at the entry. The payment of the stay in housing buildings must be paid at the arrival. The guests of the Camping
must pay the stay by and not later than the day before the departure. The payments must be paid during the cash hours, displayed next to the
cash itself. There will be an additional charge of € 10,00 if you pay out of time or in the departure day.
In the Resort there is a payment system with electronic money. Inside, therefore, you can buy only through a special rechargeable magnetic
card.
With the exception of some special conditions, the campers must leave the Camping by 12.00 am on the departure day. After this time further
charges will be debited. The guests of the housing units or private bathroom pitches must leave them by 10.00 am on the departure day.
RULES OF BEHAVIOUR AND SAFETY
Cars and motorbikes must be parked in the parking lot. It is forbidden to drive inside the Resort. Electric Bikes and Kick Scooters must circulate
at walking pace. The Management might compulsorily remove them if they are out of the parking area, even in absence of signs, debiting to
the transgressors the cost of the towing away displayed in the to the announcements to the guests. In case of checked parking of car or
motorbike inside the Resort the daily cost “Basic Standard Pitch” will be debited.
Every guest must respect the rules, the limits and the prohibition displayed in the signs, and the vegetation, the hygiene and the sanitary
supplies of the Resort.
The Management is not responsible for the telephone or mail communications not arrived to the guests.
The rubbish must be left, in the hours established by the Management, only in the right containers. It is forbidden to leave dangerous or big
rubbish (fridges, kitchens, towels, tents, furniture, packages, etc). They must be disposed outside the Resort by the guests themselves. The
responsible of the abandonment of the above-mentioned rubbish will be denounced to the relevant authorities. The costs for the waste disposal
will be debit to the responsible, also through the confiscation of the caution.
It is forbidden to light free fires. The barbeques can be light on only where and when it is indicated by the Management. In the kitchen there
can be only camping cylinder.
According to the law, the taking of electric energy from the specific distribution pumps in the sites is limited to a maximum consumption of 3
ampere. It is possible, therefore, to use only camping electrical appliances. The connection must be made only with cables in conformity with
CEI. The cables must not cross the ways of the Camping. The staff is always authorized to remove without warning the unfit cables or the
cables not correctly connected. The Management is never responsible of accidents occurred to things or people deriving from the bad use of
the electrical devices.
Children must be always attended and looked by parents. It is forbidden the use of sanitary equipment and any other existing equipment in
the Resort by less than 8 years old children not attended by parents.
Dogs are admitted in the Resort (max 1 per pitch or housing unit). They have to be declared at booking or before the check-in. The management
might not accept reservations or check-in for some dangerous breeds as determined by the relevant authorities. All animals, in order to checkin, have to be provided with a “PET PASSPORT” or an updated “health card”. Furthermore an identification tag could be fixed on the collar by
the reception crew. They must be chained up all time (150cm max leash length). Wearing a muzzle is mandatory for all those breeds belonging
to the categories called “Molossers”. Dogs cannot access to the following places: beach, square, pools, kids’ playground, reception, shared
bathrooms, bar, market, restaurant (except all those areas specially reserved for dogs’ owners). For their physical needs they must be taken,
kept on a leash, on to the special purpose area, and then taken back to the site. For all those crew with a dog the Management might provide
a specific area of the campsite. Any breaches to these rules or over-law behaviours could involve the expulsion from the campsite.
From 1.00 to 7.30 am and from 2.30 to 4.30 pm it is forbidden any activity that could disturb the resting of the guests. Only the Management
can organize competitions, entertainment and other deviating from this rule. The listening to sound devices (TV, radio, etc) must be in a low
volume.
The beach overlooking the Resort is part free and part equipped. It is forbidden, for order of Port Authority, staying with deck-chairs, beach
umbrellas or beach towels on the shore-line of the private beach. Each guest must respect the cleanness of the beach and the Port Authority
orders displayed on the beach itself.
RESPONSABILITIES
Each guest must keep his own goods. The Administration Society and the Management of the Resort are never responsible of thefts and/or
damaging of personal goods. Money and valuables can be left at the Management Office. The objects found in the Resort must be left at the
Management Office, to be returned.
For any damage caused to equipments or to the Resort the only responsible is who causes the damage itself, being the Administration Society
and the Management and the Staff expressly out of responsibility.
FINAL RULES
For any transgression of these Rules the Management is authorized to appropriate the caution, as compensation of material and image
damages, except for a request of a bigger amount for greater damages.
Any complaint or suggestion will be pleased by Management, but only in written form.
In the case of dissention about the interpretation of these Rules, the Management interpretation is the only valid.
The non adherence to these Rules or behaviours damaging the Resort’s harmony and order, will involve the expulsion from it and the
appropriating of the caution, except for the request of greater damages.

